
Winter Wonderland Card Set
 

 
Hope you enjoy creating these cards as much as I did!!  

 
Supplies used: 

 
Stitched with Cheer Stamp Set

 
Stitched with Cheer Project Kit

 
Warmth & Cheer Washi Tape

 
Warmth & Cheer CS Pack (Cherry Cobbler and Garden Green)

 
Whisper White CS

 
Cherry Cobbler Stampin' Pad

 
Garden Green Stampin' Pad

 
Perfect Pines Framelits Dies

 
Softly Falling Embossing Folder

 
Regals Enamel Dots

 
Dazzilng Diamonds Glitter
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Dimensions: 
 
Cherry Cobbler CS - 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 (scored at 4 1/4)
Whisper White CS - 4 x 5 1/4
Garden Green CS - scraps for trees
Banner from Stitched with Cheer Project Kit
Doily from Stitched with Cheer Project Kit
 
Instructions: 
 
1.  Run Whisper White CS through Softly Falling Embossing Folder using the Big Shot and adhere to the
Garden Green CS base using pop dots.
2.  Cut the medium and large trees out of Garden Green CS, 
3.  Use decorative dies for the insides of the trees.  
4.  For the tree on the left,  add glue in each little hole, then added Dazzling Diamonds Glitter to "fill" them in.
 Shake off excess glitter.
5.  For the tree on the right, I poked each cut outward, put a small amount of glue on each cut and added
Dazzling Diamonds Glitter over all and shook off the excess.
6.  Turn Gold Doily, from the Stitched with Cheery Project Kit, over so the white side is up.  Use a sponge with
Cherry Cobbler Ink to color the doily.  Adhere to top      corner of card.
7.  Using a banner from the Stitched with Cheer Project Kit, stamp sentiment of choice from the Stitched with
Cheer Stamp Set.  Use pop dots to adhere on top of doily.
8.  Add Cherry Cobbler and Garden Green Enamel Dots as desired.
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Dimensions: 
Garden Green CS - 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 (score at 4 1/4)
Whisper White CS - 4 x 5 1/4, scraps for trees, ornaments and snow drifts
Doily from Stitched with Cheer Project Kit
Banner from Stitched with Cheery Project Kit
 
Instructions: 
1.  Run 4 x 5 1/4 CS through the Big Shot using the Softy Falling Embossing Folder.  Adhere to the Garden
Green Card Base using pop dots.  
2.  To create the snow drifts, I used two pieces of Whisper White CS about 2 x 4 1/4.  Take a large oval die (I
used the Stitched Shapes Framelits Die) and place one in the left corner of the paper, angling down towards the
center and cut.  Repeat the same with the other piece of Whisper White CS, but come from the right corner of
the paper instead.  Adhere left side first, then right side on top.  I added Dazzling Diamonds Glitter to the tops
of the "drifts" using a liquid adhesive.  
3. To create tree on the left, take a piece of Whisper White CS about 3 x 3 1/4 and cover it with the green washi
tape.  Run through the Big Shot using the large tree die.  Cover the back of the tree with adhesive, then take the
Gold Thread from the kit and wrap it around the tree, making sure it is adhered to the adhesive on the back.
 Add gold gems and ornaments as desired.
4.  To create the tree on the right, take a piece of Whisper White CS about 3 x 3 and cover it with washi tape.
 Run through the Big Shot using the smallest tree die and ornaments of choice.   
5.  Adhere both trees under and on top of the snow drifts.
6.  Take a Gold Doily from the Stitched with Cheer Project Kit and turn over to the white side.  Using a sponge
and Garden Green Ink, color the entire doily.  Adhere to corner of card.
7.  Ink desired sentiment in Garden Green using the banner from the Stitched with Cheer Project kit.  Use pop
dots to adhere to doily.
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Dimensions: 
Whisper White CS - 5 /12 x 8 1/2 (scored at 4 1/4), 4 x 5 1/4, scraps for 3 trees
Garden Green CS - two pieces of 2 x 4 1/4 (for hills)
 
Instructions: 
1.  Run 4 x 5 1/4 CS through the Big Shot using the Softy Falling Embossing Folder.  Adhere to the Whisper
White Card Base using pop dots.  
2.  Cover both pieces of Garden Green CS with Washi Tape.  Take a large oval die (I used the Stitched Shapes
Framelits Die) and place one in the left corner of the paper, angling down towards the center and cut.  Repeat
the same with the other piece, but come from the right corner of the paper instead.  Adhere right side first, then
left side on top. 
3.  To create the trees, cut each of the three trees out using Whisper White CS using the dies and Big Shot.
 Using a sponge and Garden Green Ink, start off the edge of the tree, working in a circular motion around the
edges of the tree, then lightly go into the middle to cover the entire tree.  Repeat with all three trees.  Add gems
from the Stitched with Cheer Project Kit as desired.  Adhere trees on top of and behind the "hills".  
4.  Taking a Gold doily from the Stitched with Cheer Project Kit, turn over to the white side.  Sponge Cherry
Cobbler ink to cover the entire doily.  Adhere to the top corner of the card.  
5.  Ink desired sentiment in Garden Green using the banner from the Stitched with Cheer Project kit.  Use pop
dots to adhere to doily.
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Stitched With Cheer Photopolymer Set - 142182 
Price: $21.00
 

Perfect Pines Framelits Dies - 139665 
Price: $27.00
 

Stitched With Cheer Project Kit - 142012 
Price: $24.00
 

Warmth & Cheer 12" X 12" (30.5 X 30.5 Cm) Cardstock Pack - 141992 
Price: $11.00
 

Warmth & Cheer Designer Washi Tape - 141994 
Price: $8.00
 

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100730 
Price: $9.00
 

Softly Falling Textured Impressions Embossing Folder - 139672 
Price: $8.50
 

Regals Enamel Dots - 141681 
Price: $9.00
 

Dazzling Diamonds Stampin' Glitter - 133751 
Price: $5.00
 

Garden Green Classic Stampin' Pad - 126973 
Price: $6.50
 

Cherry Cobbler Classic Stampin' Pad - 126966 
Price: $6.50
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